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fotofever looks forward to welcoming collectors to the Carrousel du 
Louvre from 10 to 12 November for our 6th annual fair featuring 150 
emerging artists and 80 galleries from France and abroad.

Last year’s fair was a public, commercial and critical success, confirming 
fotofever’s position as the leading art event dedicated to collecting 
contemporary photography.

True to our roots, fotofever continues to showcase the diversity of contemporary 
photography and encourage collectors, young and confirmed, to give it their 
attention.

The many visitors to the 2016 fair loved the flowing zig-zag floor plan so we’ve 
brought it back for this year’s show. It’s a unique setting which optimizes visibility 
for both the exhibitors and the artworks.

70% are returning exhibitors and 30% are new galleries at fotofever paris 
2017.

60% are international galleries and some are first-timers including, in 
particular, Australia’s THIS IS NO FANTASY + dianne tanzer gallery, Turkey’s 
Gama Gallery and Slovenia’s Photon Gallery.

fotofever continues to develop its commitment to new names in contem-
porary photography through initiatives such as:  

• Young, a selection of eight emerging galleries which have a bold approach. 
These include French gallery EXPOSED which will be showing the work of artist 
Christophe Beauregard when it opens in autumn 2017 

• Focus, a section of this year’s fair dedicated to East Asia and, in particular, the 
South Korean gallery AN INC. which returns once again to fotofever, this time 
exhibiting the artist Suntag Noh.  

fotofever’s founder Cécile Schall is committed to broadening the appeal of 
collectible photography: “Through innovative projects and initiatives, fotofever 
paris 2017 is increasing support for the creators and collectors of contemporary 
photography.” 

fotofever paris 2017 is joining forces with the Salon de la Photo, which runs 
concurrently 9–13 November, to offer 70,000 visitors the chance to develop 
a taste for collecting. The Salon will be hosting artworks selected from the 
galleries exhibiting at fotofever paris 2017 that cost less than €1,000.

Last but not least, fotofever is working with famous furniture design brand 
Roche Bobois to build, at the entrance to this 6th annual fair, a space dubbed 
“the collector’s apartment”. Curated by Elizabeth Leriche, the concept will show 
artworks as they would appear in a home interior.

ARTISTIC 
DIRECTION for 
fotofever paris 
2017 has been 
entrusted to 
Franco-Japanese 
Yuki Baumgarten, 
who studied at 
Sotheby’s Institute 
of Art in London.

After six years at 
Christie’s and a 
prestigious London 
gallery, Yuki joined 
the fotofever team 
in 2015 to oversee 
exhibitor relations. 
Her focus is on 
putting together an 
artistic programme 
that actively 
promotes emerging 
photographers. 
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Interview with Cécile Schall, founder 
and director of fotofever 

Please tell us about fotofever 
paris 2017 and what’s new this 
year. 

This will be the sixth fotofever paris 
and it runs from 10 to 12 November 
2017 at the Carrousel du Louvre. 
We’ll be presenting 150 emerging 
artists and 80 galleries from France 

and abroad, 30% being first-time exhibitors.

We aim to promote collectible photography 
by reaching out to confirmed collectors, 
who can discover new international artists 
(and perhaps the medium itself if they are 
unfamiliar with it), and beginners as they 
take their first tentative steps in building a 
collection. 

To put it more simply, our position is this: 
START TO COLLECT! 

In 2017 fotofever continues to develop its 
commitment to new names in contemporary 
photography through, in particular, a 
section devoted to fledgling galleries. 

The many visitors to the 2016 fair loved the flowing zig-
zag floor plan so we’ve brought it back for this year’s 
show. It optimizes visibility for both the exhibitors and the 
artworks. 

Also, we’ve doubled the size of the collector’s apartment 
so in 2017 there will be a 200 square metre home interior 
showcasing artworks priced under €5,000.

Design and execution have been entrusted to the 
celebrated French design brand Roche Bobois, in 
collaboration with talented scenographer Elizabeth 
Leriche.

What advice can you give to someone starting a 
photography collection? 

My first piece of advice for young collectors would be to 
talk and share their ideas with gallerists, because they are 
the best placed to appreciate their artists.

They really are the starting point for any nascent collector 
who wants background information on artworks.

Equally, gallerists are mediators who bridge the gap 
between artists and their collectors, and it is they who 
unearth the most promising emerging talent for us.

My other piece of advice is to be vigilant and clearly 
differentiate between “limited” and “unlimited” edition 
prints, as the two terms are often confused.

In photography we talk of a “limited edition 
print” when the print run is restricted to fewer 
than 30, regardless of the format; while an 
“unlimited edition print” is produced in far 
greater numbers and sold by outlets other 
than galleries.

Finally, you must ask yourself if you could 
live with the artwork on your wall: it must 
really be love!

fotofever’s principal role is to select galleries 
which, themselves, have already selected 
artists. 

What do you think of the photography market 
today? 

The photography market today is not one but 
many markets. fotofever focuses on contemporary 
photography and, in particular, living artists who are 
represented by galleries and whose artworks are sold in 
limited editions of fewer than 30 prints. 

As markets go, it’s dynamic but remains niche. Its 
development is hindered by unlimited editions because, 
after all, the value of an artwork is defined by its rarity.

‘‘We aim to 
promote 

collectible 
photography 

by reaching out 
to confirmed 

collectors 
collectors and 

beginners.’’ 
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list of exhibiting galleries
as of 28 August 2017 

... / ... 

70% returning galleries and 30% new galleries *
60% international galleries 

Galleria Spazio Farini6 | ITALY

Gama Gallery  | TURKEY *
GINZA Gallery G2  | JAPAN

Hegoa | FRANCE 

Jones Gallery | BELGIUM * 
Kichijijo Gallery  | JAPAN  *
Kijk Gallery | MALTA * 
Kobe 819 | JAPAN

LE 247 | FRANCE

Lecturis Publishers | NETHERLANDS *
Libroarte  | JAPAN 

Little Birds Gallery  | FRANCE 

Luisa Catucci Gallery  |  GERMANY * 
Manétiz | SWITZERLAND * 
Mind’s Eye Gallery | FRANCE  * 
Minnano Gallery | JAPAN * 
NdF Gallery  | FRANCE & SWITZERLAND  

Paris College of Art  | FRANCE 

Photon Gallery  | SLOVENIA * 
Projekteria [art gallery]  | SPAIN  

Ségolène Brossette Galerie | FRANCE  * 
Star Gallery  | TAIWAN  *
tezukayama gallery | JAPAN 

THIS IS NO FANTASY 
+ dianne tanzer gallery | AUSTRALIE * 
Valverde Art Gallery | FRANCE * 
Vivian Esders | FRANCE 
VT Art Salon | TAIWAN 
Xin Art  | FRANCE 
Zen Foto Gallery | JAPAN   

55Bellechasse | FRANCE  

6x7 Gallery | POLAND 

About Art  | SPAIN 

AN INC. | SOUTH KOREA

Art Capitol | USA * 
Art Deal Project | SPAIN

Art Edicions | SPAIN * 
Archivio Fotografico Italiano | ITALY 

Artistics  | FRANCE 

Blue Lotus Gallery | HONG KONG * 
Building Bridges | USA * 
Charlet Photographies | FRANCE 

Chris Boïcos Fine Art  | FRANCE & GREECE 

Chromia | FRANCE * 
Courcelles Art Contemporain  | FRANCE 

Die Mauer | ITALY

Einstein Studio | JAPAN 

El Catascopio | SPAIN

EXPOSED | FRANCE * 
Fabrik Projects | USA 

Fifty Dots  | SPAIN 

FKMG | FRANCE 

Galerie 3032 | FRANCE * 
Galerie Annie Gabrielli  | FRANCE 

Galerie des Soupirs | FRANCE 

Galerie Jean-Louis Ramand | FRANCE 

Gallery Main  | JAPAN

Galerie Marie-Robin | FRANCE *
Galerie STP | FRANCE

Galerie Van Campen & Rochtus | BELGIUM

Galerie Younique | FRANCE
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featured galleries
fotofever paris 2017 
the official poster image gallery, unusual business models, Japanese and 
Eastern European galleries, new exhibitors 

EXPOSED, the official poster image gallery 

“IT’S GETTING DARK” 
“It’s Getting Dark” is a series on blindness which 
started as part of an artistic residency at the CentQuatre 
in Paris in September 2011. It was shown for the 
first time at the Centre Pompidou-Metz in 2014 and 
subsequently exhibited during the Nuits Blanches in 
Paris in 2014 and 2017. 

Christophe Beauregard invited friends and strangers to 
pose in his studio. He asked these men and women to 
veil their faces with a garment or fabric of their choice in a 
gesture of blindness. A gesture which expresses the 
penchant of us that does not want to see reality, 
the willingness to withdraw into oneself and the 
desire to hide. 
 

© Christophe Beauregard, Sans titre, ‘‘It’s Getting Dark‘‘ series 
courtesy EXPOSED

THE GALLERY 
EXPOSED represents Christophe Beauregard. The 
artistic quality of his work, but also the approach of the 
gallery that represents him, explains why it was chosen 
for the fair’s latest poster. Indeed EXPOSED, founded 
this very year, embodies the values of daring, passion 
and openness that fotofever holds dear. Its model is 
atypical in that it has no fixed venue. Instead, it exhibits 
in fairs and pop-up exhibitions, fotofever paris being its 
first fair.

THE ARTIST
Christophe Beauregard is a French artist who places the 
question of artifice at the heart of his artistic research. He 
started out photographing celebrities before deciding, 
in the mid-2000s, to devote himself to studying the 
symptoms of contemporary individualism.

Occupying the space between high and popular culture, 
Christophe Beauregard systematically creates tension 
between the viewer’s gaze and the psychological faults 
of the subjects he photographs.

The various photographic series at the heart of 
Christophe Beauregard’s work over the last fifteen 
years will be brought together for the first time at 
fotofever in the Carrousel du Louvre. This solo show 
is in an attempt to put into context the passions and 
obsessions explored by the artist. 

PARIS  |  FRANCE 

www.christophe-beauregard.com
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... unusual business models

Artistics

Galerie Jean-Louis Ramand

Founded in 2013, Artistics was one of the pioneers of 
the online gallery in France. It sells the works of its artists 
through its website but also ensures a physical presence by 
appearing at short-lived events. Underlining this model is a 
real strategy to discover and support emerging artists who 
work in a variety of media: painting, sculpture, drawing and 
photography.

This digital art market features more than 1,000 original 
works. It aims to satisfy the needs of a new generation of 
collectors, to explore the possibilities offered by the Web to 
discover new talent. 

Artistics is participating in fotofever paris for the third time. 

Founded in 2012 in Aix-en-Provence, Galerie Jean-Louis 
Ramand features emerging contemporary artists. It is 
unusual in that it has no permanent venue but still manages 
to support its artists through a steady programme of pop-
up exhibitions at events such as the Mois de la Photo du 
Grand Paris, the Rencontres de la Photographie d’Arles 
and the festival Voies Off. 

It also participates in local and international fairs such as 
MIA Photo Fair Milan, London Art Fair and DDessin Paris. 
Galerie Jean-Louis Ramand is exhibiting at fotofever for 
the third time and will be presenting the dreamlike worlds 
of Julie Poncet, Johann Fournier and Suzanne Moxhay.

jeanlouisramand.com  

 © Johann Fournier, courtesy Galerie Jean-Louis Ramand

© Brad Wilson, courtesy Artistics

artistics.com  

AIX-EN-PROVENCE  |  FRANCE 
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japanese galleries

tezukayama gallery OSAKA  |  JAPAN

galleryMain KYOTO  |  JAPAN

© Daisuke Takakura, courtesy tezukayama gallery

Founded in 1992 by Ryoichi Matsuo, tezukayama gallery 
is one of the most established contemporary art galleries 
in Japan. It follows an international itinerary, participating in 
many fairs such as Volta in New York and in Basel, and Art 
Central Hong Kong. The majority of artists represented by the 
gallery are contemporary Japanese artists, such as emerging 
photographer Daisuke Takakura who was the featured artist 
on the 2015 fotofever poster. He will be back this year with a 
solo show of his new series.

Daisuke comes from the world of theatre, a themed explored 
in his series “Monodramatic”. He employs a theatrical style to 
present numerous personalities using the same model, thus 
multiplying emotions and creating tension.

tezukayama-g.com

© Takeshi Sumi, courtesy galleryMain

gallerymain.com 

Situated at the heart of Kyoto, galleryMain specializes in 
contemporary and vintage Japanese photography. 

Founder Yuki Nakazawa is also part of the selection committee 
for KG+, Kyotographie’s fringe festival which promotes 
emerging Japanese and international photographers. Similar 
to fotofever, KG+ is all about discovering new talent.

During fotofever paris 2017, galleryMain will be presenting a 
solo show of new works by the young artist Takeshi Sumi, 
who was born in Kyoto and lives in Paris. Takeshi has already 
been the subject of many solo shows in Japanese galleries.
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eastern european galleries 

6x7 Gallery

Photon Gallery

WARSAW  |  POLAND

LJUBLJANA |  SLOVENIA

Founded by Rafal and Anna Lochowski, the 6x7 Gallery 
specializes in Polish photography. In a country where the 
photography market is starting to take off, the 6x7 Gallery has 
set itself the task of educating the Polish public through the 
inclusion in its programme of big names such as Nobuyoshi 
Araki and Ralph Gibson. 

It takes part in international fairs to promote emerging Polish 
artists, and returns to fotofever for the second year in a 
row. 6x7 Gallery will be presenting an animal-themed stand 
featuring outstanding works by Robby Cyron and Pawel 
Bogumil. 

warsaw.leica-gallery.pl
© Robby Cyron, courtesy 6x7 Gallery 

Founded in 2003 by Dejan Sluga, Photon Gallery’s mission 
is to promote photographic artists from Central and Eastern 
Europe. It participates in international fairs such as Photo 
Basel, Art Market Budapest and fotofever paris 2017. The 
gallery also organizes Photonic Moments, a festival held in 
June (during Ljubljana’s photography month) to showcase 
photography from Central and Eastern Europe. 

At fotofever paris 2017, the gallery will be presenting a dialogue 
between the work of Stane Jagodič, a Slovenian artist whose 
career spans more than 50 years, and Aniko Robitz, a young 
Hungarian artist. © Stane Jagodič, courtesy Photon Gallery 

photon.si
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new exhibitors 

THIS IS NO FANTASY + dianne tanzer gallery MELBOURNE |  AUSTRALIA

Blue Lotus Gallery CHAI WAN |  HONG KONG

THIS IS NO FANTASY + dianne tanzer gallery is one of the 
most important contemporary art galleries in Australia. It has 
participated in Art Basel Hong-Kong for the last four years.

At fotofever paris 2017, the gallery will be exhibiting three 
Australian artists never before seen in France, all of whom are 
heavily inspired by local folklore. One of them, Bidjara artist 
Michael Cook, explores colonial history and the contemporary 
reality of the aboriginal population. 

© Michael Cook, courtesy THIS IS NO FANTASY + 
dianne tanzer gallery

Founded in 2007 by Sarah Greene to show the cultural 
identity of Hong Kong through photography, the Blue Lotus 
Gallery represents established photographers living in Hong 
Kong, such as Michael Wolf.

For its first time at fotofever the gallery will be focusing on 
the work of Romain Jacquet-Lagrèze, who has previously 
exhibited in Asia and the Netherlands. Romain’s breathtaking 
images of Hong Kong’s urban landscape have been widely 
circulated in the press. This solo show concerns his latest 
series, The Blue Moment, a moment when “Hong Kong is 
enveloped in a bluish veil that gives it mystique.” 

The surreal nature of this bluish imagery and the artist’s talent 
for composition juxtapose nature with urban structures to 
show how it contributes to the density of the city.
 

© Romain Jacquet-Lagrèze, courtesy Blue Lotus Gallery 

thisisnofantasy.com

bluelotusgallery.com
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The apartment is the embodiment of START TO COLLECT, fotofever’s mission to 
encourage the discovery and collection of contemporary photography. It allows visitors 
to:   

•  discover the diversity of contemporary photography through a varied selection of 
artworks from the exhibiting galleries;
•  view artworks in a decorated interior which could be their own home;
•  understand that hanging is an important part of the collection process and enhances 
works.

the collector’s apartment 
in partnership with Roche Bobois 

The veritable antechamber of the fair, the collector’s apartment has 
doubled in size this year to become a 200 square metre home interior 
showcasing artworks priced under €5,000.

fotofever has invited Roche Bobois and scenographer Elizabeth Leriche 
to design the 2017 version of the collector’s apartment.
 

Artists: Xavier Blondeau, Courtesy Courcelles Art Contemporain; 3 photographs by Johann Fournier, 
Courtesy Galerie Jean-Louis Ramand; Christophe Beauregard, Courtesy Exposed; Yuna Yagi, Courtesy 
Roche Bobois. 
Roche Bobois furniture: Bubble Sofa, design Sacha Lakic. Arum chair, design Sacha Lakic. Waterline side 
table, design Cédric Ragot. Cuba Libre low table, design Daniel Rode. Scott vases, design Les Héritiers.

Photo: © Anne-Emmanuelle Thion

and
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HAT ATTRACTED YOU TO THIS PROJECT INVOLVING 
ROCHE BOBOIS AND FOTOFEVER?  

It was the combination of design and art that attracted me to this 
adventure right from the start. I think the idea of creating an imaginary 
apartment to house artworks in their proper context is a fresh approach. 
It will encourage people to acquire affordable photographs and invent 
their own personal universe at home.

WHAT SOURCES OF INSPIRATION DID YOU DRAW ON FOR 
THIS APARTMENT? 

I started by looking at the purpose of each room: entrance hall, office, 
library, and living room. I then imagined five spaces which could display, 
on colourful walls, photographs on specific themes such as architecture, 
nature and portraits.

The furniture and artworks create a dialogue in the apartment which 
draws the visitor into an experience which stimulates the eye and gives 
perspective. 
 
ARE YOU A COLLECTOR? 

I collect objects which I hunt out during my travels and meetings. I regularly 
visit Cape Town and recently bought a powerful artwork by Ralph Ziman, 
a South African photographer who denounces the arms trade in Africa. 

Today, Roche Bobois has more than 255 showrooms in over 55 
countries, a true mark of its ambitious accelerated programme of 
international growth.

More global than ever, Roche Bobois embodies all the diversity of French 
design. Thanks to its strong network of European manufacturers, its 
relationships with renowned designers (such as Kenzo Takada, Bruno 
Moinard, Jean Nouvel, Ora Ito, Sacha Lakic, Christophe Delcourt, and 
Stephen Burks) and high fashion houses (Jean Paul Gaultier, Missoni 
Home, Christian Lacroix Maison), the brand relishes the challenge 
of internationalisation in offering to each of its clients a personalised 
approach to creation and design.
 

ROCHE BOBOIS

TREND HUNTER, 
Elizabeth Leriche 
founded her own 
style bureau and 
is a member of the 
Observatoire de la 
Maison for Maison 
& Objet Paris. For 
over 20 years, she 
has been working 
in textiles, fashion, 
design, industry and 
home interiors.

three questions for Elizabeth Leriche, designer of the 
collector’s apartment  

W
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fotofever will be hosting TALKS, a daily programme of round tables 
which will give fair visitors the opportunity to meet leading figures 
in the art photography market. Discussions will focus on a variety 
of issues relating to collecting and its place in the art market, and 
the new generation of collectors. 

TALKS will be shining a light on new practices and perspectives. 

TALKS themes: 

- “The online art and photography market”, in partnership with 
HISCOX (in French) 
- “The stages and people that determine an artist’s value”, in 
partnership with the Salon de la Photo (in French)  
- “Focus on the photography market in Far East Asia” (in English) 

TALKS, a series of round tables on 
collecting photography  

how it works 

•  Three one-hour talks on Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday starting 3 
p.m. in the lounge area of the fair.
• Two talks in French and one in 
English
• Chaired by Cécile Schall, 
founder of fotofever, and Yuki 
Baumgarten, artistic director. 
• Free for ticket holders 
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follow the guide! 
fotofever’s guided tours 

how it works   

• Two guided tours per day on 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, 
starting 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. 
•  An introduction to collecting 
(15 min.) followed by a guided 
tour (45 min.) of 5 artworks, with 
Anaïs Montevecchi 
•  Free for ticket holders  
•  Sign up at the info desk or via 
info@fotofever.com 
•  In french 

Because every photographic work has a story, and is part of 
a series and derives from the vision of its creator, fotofever 
will be offering visitors the opportunity to learn more about 
a selection of artworks. A guide will reveal the meaning 
behind each one of them, and also explain what goes into 
determining a price.
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an exhibition of artworks for under €1,000  
ideal for a first acquisition
at the Salon de la Photo 2017 

For the first time ever, fotofever and the Salon de la Photo are 
working together to encourage photography lovers to start 
collecting. 

Every year the Salon de la Photo plays host to the world of photography. 
It promotes not only the profession of the photographer but also the artistic 
work of big names and promising young talent, including previously unseen 
exhibitions.

There’s more to photography than exhibiting works. It’s also about 
collecting! Photography plays an important role in the art market, too, as it 
is often an entry point for many young collectors when they start a collection 
because it is the most artistically and financially accessible medium.

In a mere six years fotofever paris, which is taking place in November 2017 
at the Carrousel du Louvre (at the same time as the Salon de la Photo), 
has become the reference event for those wanting to take up photography 
collecting. Its START TO COLLECT programme encourages photography 
lovers to start collecting. It helps them discover new talent, get close to the 
works and gain access to the market.

• Exhibition at the Salon de la Photo 2017, in a dedicated 
space and included in the cultural programme

• Selection of artworks for under €1,000, ideal for a first 
acquisition 

• A fotofever representative will be providing practical 
advice to novice collectors 

when and where 
in the Salon de la Photo 2017 (hall 5.2)

•  9–13 November 2017  
• Paris Expo - Porte de Versailles 

and



 hours 
Thursday 9 November 2017

Press preview / VIP starting from 3pm

Friday 10 and Saturday 11 November 2017
open from 11am to 8pm

Sunday 12 November 2017
open from 11am to 6pm

prices 
One ticket: 15 €

Ticket + catalogue: 30 €
Family ticket: 40 €

(2 adults + catalogue + children < 18-years-old)
Pass privilège (Privileged Pass): 50 €

(2 adults + catalogue + champagne + coat check)
 

-20% for all tickets bought online!
on fotofever.com 

In partnership with:  
Hiscox, Salon de la Photo 2017 and Roche Bobois 

practical information

fotofever paris 2017
from 10 to 12 November

Carrousel du Louvre
99 rue du Rivoli, 75001 Paris

c o n ta c t f o t o f e v e r  
christelle roubaud | christelle@fotofever.com 
+33 (0)  1 43 59 46 06 

p r e s s c o n ta c t s  | agence communic’art
lindsey williams  | lwilliams@communicart.fr

anaïs tridon  | atridon@communicart.fr
+33 (0)1 43 20 12 13


